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The purpose of this paper is to communicate an understand

ing of that cluster of concepts within computer scien(!e collec

tively referred to as an operating system. The approach taken to 

this sojourn is somewhat akin to that of evolutionary theory as 

utilized in the biological sciences. To elaborate, the evolu

tionary approach to the study of a conceptual unit involves the 

exploration of its historical and ontological developnent, and 

its functions. To relate this to the concepts of systems techno

logy involves the exploration of the appearance and subsequent 

changes of those ideas Which are the framework and body of the 

collective operating system, in a historical sense. To provide 

breadth to this exploration the determination of the ontology of 

a single system allows more specific treatment of environmental 

factors, as well as crystalizing the perspective to form molecules 

of definitive dimension within the larger element. The under

standing of function co-npletes each concept by relating its inner 

elements to its environment. Thus, it may be seen that an evolu

tionary approach provides an encompassing view of a conceptual 

unit. 

The development of operating system technology may also be 

viewed through the evolutionary postulates of adaptation and 

modification as the result of pressure to change. With respect 

to technology, the pressure to change may come from many sources, 

1 
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including present inefficiencies, changes in economy, bordering 

technologies, user needs, and government regulations, as well as 

from anticipated goals and plans. Comprehending the sources of 

change is a step in explaining the reasons for change, and thus 

in understanding the whys of a given concept as it exists at any 

time. This knowledge may be gained directly through formal discus

sion On the subject or gleaned from a historical perspective. 

Working in this manner, a clearer understanding of the framework 

of concepts which compose the notion of an operating system may 

be realized through the knowledge of the reasonS for its existence 

in a particular way. 

With this approach in llind, the definition of an operating 

system is stated in order to provide a CO'llmon basis for discussioo. 

The operating system is a prograll that ... controls 
the operation of the computer ... operating systells 
increase the efficiency and consequently decrease 
the cost of using a computer ... These modules 
resolve conflicts, attellpt to optimize perfor
mance, and simplify the effective use of the 
systell. They act as an interface between the 
user'l programs and the physical computer hard
ware. 

To be llore specific, functions of modern operating systems usually 

include the following: "resource scheduling, input/output control 

and error recovery, memory management, processor management, task 

and job scheduling, system error recovery, and security."2 These 

themes of maximizing resources and faciH. tating the use of the 

resources are common and recurring ones. In a sense .• the Preced-

i_ng definitions are a goal. The final product of an evolutionary 

approach is the rational explanation of a point, the conceptual 

apex, of the successes and failures which it has built upon. The 

development of operating systems was a complex and interwoven 

process, directly cOllparable to biological evolution in its dismal 
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failures and smashing successes. This evolution is ~ade under

standable through historical methods, conceptualizati()n, and 

generalization. 

Factors Leading to First Syste~s 

The logical first step to any outline of an evolution is a 

discussion of the circumstances which create that mo~ent which 

sets the subject apart, and thus constitutes a beginning. The 

precursor to the concept of an operating syste~ was the digital 

co~puter. Early computers were university projects funded by the 

government. The first large scale electronic co~puter, ENTAC, 

was proposed in 1943 and completed in 1946. Programs were instal

led and changed by engineers who altered the wiring among its 

vari.ous components. Stored programs were realized through the 

EDSAC, which was installed in 1949. A landmark in cO"Tlputer use 

was reacl1ed two years later with the corn~erci.al sales of the 

UNIVAC computer, a :!loderately successful, large scale scientific 

co~puter. T B~Jl was another pro~i nent co~mercial manufacturer, 

entering the ·,-narket in 1953 with the 701, of which eighteen were 

il1stalled from 1953 to 1956. The 701 central processor possessed 

a 1024-word :llain memory, three index registers and two instructions 

per word of 36 bits in size.3 

Up until the mid 1950's a person who bought or leased a 

computer got "raw iron". The only software accompanying the 

package were a crude assembler, a loader (non-linking), and a 
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few utility routines. In the most sophisticated '11abhines I/O 

was done under progra~ control through the CPU, word-by-word and 

without concurrency. There were no interrupts or traps.4- The 

accepted rnode of operation of this machine was accomplished by 

user/progra'11mers, who arranged for a slot in a schedule and had 

to hope that the hardware would be "up" when the appointed time 

arrived. After helping the previous user clean up whatever 

residue had been generated, he would ·set up the necessary tapes 

and/or card decks and proceed to operate the computer. If the 

program was in an undebugged state, the programmer would ••• stt at 

the console and make use of whatever lights and switches were 

available to mOdify and check out his program.· 5 

Operating in this manner was not as difficult as it may seem. 

The majority of programs were written in llachine language, using 

storage maps with absolute addresses, and foregoing the benefits 

of library routines. A few systems utilized a primitive assembly 

language which allowed the user to assemble synbolic library 

routtnes, which were provided in the card deck along wtth the 

program. 

Since the user only used a self-loading one-card 
loader, very few memory cells ... were not put there 
by the user himself. Since every instr'J.ction 
bei_ng executed was his OWn creation, or was supplied 
i.n the most deliberate way, the user was in a position 
to understang exactly what his program was supposed 
to be doing. 

During this time, a popular and simpler alternative to 

assembly language coding was that of interpretive progra:n.ming. 

Interpretive programming was probably an extension of the subrou

tine concept, and may be visualized by considertng ea.ch program 

instruction as a macro instruction to be interpreted by subroutines.? 
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Because interpretive code Was simple, training took less time 

and proble~s were easier to solve. This produced quite a savings 

over the previous estimate of $10.00 per instruction to write 

and debug a program using assembly language. A new problem was 

introduced, however, which overshadowed this feature. This was 

the fact that interpretive routines slowed the "effective speed 

of the machine by a factor of between 10 and 100. There were 

not enough hours in the day to do the machine's work."8 

The preceding alternatives therefore offered the choice of 

easy coding and slow execution, or laborious coding and fast 

execution. This point is an important one for the res'J.lt of 

this realization was the idea of higher-level lan~lages. a feature 

Which is noW standard on the majority of operating syste~s avail

able today through one or nore compilers. The first language 

commercially available was FORTRAN O. developed by IB"!! for its 

704 computer system. Released in April of 1957. FORTRAN was 

viewed warily at first because of reservations about its effici

ency. and then met with enthusiasm after being proven in usage. 

Within a year's time over half of the twenty-six 704 installations 

used FORTRAN for more than half of their problems. COBOL and 

ALGOL, both developed with four years of FORTRAN. also enjoyed 

an early popularity which has been sustained into the present. 9 

Higher level languages made coding and debugging faster and 

easier, especially When used concurrently with system dumps. As 

the speed and cost of hardware increased, while that of software 

decreased, another problem emerged. The idle machine time involved 

in setting up each individual job, as well as the programmer's 

time to do so, became increasingly costly factors. A solu.tion to 
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the latter Was that of hiring an operator to run the user's job 

for him. It was still the case, however, that the ti~e required 

to set up a job was often much greater than the time spent in 

execution. This was especially true considering the multistep 

procedure of loading the asse~bler. assembling a program, and 

then reloading the resulting object program. It was apparent that 

many of the operator's functions could be performed by a program. lO 

The Earliest Operating Systems 

Credit for the first serious semi-public discussion of an 

operating system is given to an informal meeting of IB,n 702 users 

during the 1953 Eastern Joint Co~nputer Conference in Washington. 

Representati ves of General 'ilotors Research Laboratories were 

present. and it is this group which later developed an elementary 

system. The effect on machine room productivity was significant; 

so lluch so that a similar system was planned for the I Bflf 704 

in a joint effort with North American Aviation in 1955. The 

success of the 704 operating system was such that the idea spread 

rapidly throughout the fa"d.ly of 704 users through the 'Ylediu""l of 

SHARE, an IB'1 software organization. Not long afterward the 

concept "jumped the boundari.es of machine type" and soon became 

a standard part of large scale computers, although written and 

supplied by users. ll 

These early operating systems were a challenge to the scien

tists of that day. requiring ~any ~onths of development time. 

One representative system consisted of a 
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small monitor to sequence fro~ job to job and call 
in the various system components: an asse~bler •.. ; 
a co~piler (FORTRAN); a program to load object 
progra-ns. resu.lttng fro)n cO'llpi lati on or assem.bly. 
along with subrouti.nes, (in either source or object 
form) obtained from a library file on tape; and a 
debugging routine. 12 

Under this syste'll. a group of jobs is gathered into an input 

batch. and the programs necessary for each job, together with 

the respective data. are loaded onto an inplt tape. The monitor 

controls the loading of each job. doing so until there are no 

more jobs to process. l ) The results of each execution are 

recorded on an output device on magnetic tape. If special 

procedures were required for a job, the user would make note of 

these on a run-request card. This o'peration avoided bottlenecks 

caused by the relatively slow speeds of the on-line reader and 

printer. 14 

The availability and use of lllagnetic tape contributed to 

the in-house standardization of I/O. due to the fact that input 

and output were no longer limited to on-line devices. The 

i11.creased use of tape llleant that the user had to program all I/O 

operations other than those dealing with system files. In 

addition. the user was required to avoid units containing system 

components, return control to the monitor at the end of a job, 

and recognize the end-of-file mark which separated one job from 

the next on a tape. To reduce the probability of mistakes in 

these complicated procedures I/O routines were placed on the 

system library tape "in object form. The obscure and troublesome 

SYSIN, SYSOUT, AND SYSUT# are modern descendents of such syste~ 

files. The advent of FORTRAN facilitated the use of these pro

grams since all 1/0 is done through such subroutines in that 
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language. It was also easy to adapt existing FORTRAN routines 

for use with other languages. 15 The spread of the use of stan

dard routines was encouraged through SHARE, and greater cross

fertilization of other ideas was promoted as a result. 16 

Improvements in 'I!loni tor Efficiency 

Object programs run under these early monitor syste~s had 

to be in a standard for;"'l acceptable to the loader. There were 

many drawbacks to absolute addressing. includlng the necessity 

for the programmer to fit progralls into a given space, While 

avoiding the address space used by subroutines; the inability 

to use routines written for the same address space in the same 

program;l? and the difficulty of incorporating one routine 

into diverse programs with different size and organiza.tional 

structures. A solution for most of the above involved the 

capability to relocate ob~ect programs at load time. Input to 

this expanded loader program was a collection of object modules. 

As each module was loaded into storage, tables were bui,lt 

listing subroutines "needed" and "present". As each 'nodule was 

loaded, a library tape was searched for those routines still 

missing. Thts relocatable format provided information to the 

loader program as to Which instructions were location-sens-ttive; 

these fields were modified at load time relative to a specified 

10cation. 1S 

In addition to relocatable code, the process of chaining. 

or overlay, was developed to deal with problems concerning sub

routines and program size. In this process, a special control 
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card is used to delineate independent core loads which are to be 

considered units by the loader. The loader stacks these in one 

or ~ore files, and the currently active progra~ is able to call 

anyone of these to overlay ltself. 19 Careful use of language 

and loader features '1lay be utilized to create "co'1lmon areas" of 

core which are not overlayed, and ~ay be used to pass inforna

tion among object modules. "It was the programmer's responsibi

Ii ty to put the right data in the right place in the com:'1on 

area at the right time. H20 

With respect to ~onitor syste'1ls, two final aspects worth 

Mentioning are those of the beginnings of docUJ:1entation and of 

accounting functions. Toward the end of the 1950's user manuals 

became :nore available. By this time a significant amount of soft

ware was "traded" on a noncommercial basis, and documentation 

of existing r011tines made dissemination more accurate and less 

painfu1. 21 Within a computing facility many programs were llkely 

to be stored on cards or tape, as well as a multitude of speci.al-

purpose tapes such as the system. tape, progra~ library tape, and 

system-utility tape,22 all of Which needed labels and explanation. 

Another control function was provided by an accounting system, 

Which recorded the activity of each major component in the system 

and Was 11tilized to study resource requirements. A clock and 

job nU'1lbera made departmental billing for computer time possible. 23 

Thus far, this treatment of the evolution of the concept of 

an operating system has ranged te'1lporally frorn the ~id 1940's 

to around 1958, and has seen the birth of the idea in the twin 

goals of greater machine productivity and greater ease of progra'1l

mingo ;1any aspects of modern operating systems were evident in 
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those early years, exa~ples being assemblers and compilers, 

relocatable code, subroutines, and utility programs. The system 

concepts we have examined may best be described as a collection 

of routines to service and :nonitor the operation of a digital 

co;nputer system. The word "executive", which implies so~ething 

more in terms of resource manageinent, :nay be more aptly applied 

to the technological developments fro~ 1959 onward. 24 

The situation at the turn of the decade was very confusi.ng. 

Most installations were either developing their oWn operatlng 

systems or 'naking :najor revisions in those provided by' manufac

turers or other users. The industry was in "general disagreenent 

as to whether operating systems were really worth all of the 

reSO,lrces that they consumed and if, in fact they cost an 

installation much more than the installation gained from it."25 

'~ost of the big scientific systems had an operating syste'TI, but 

the smaller commercial systems generally had none, or one of 

far less capability.26 

The Implications of the Data Channel 

Within the period of 1959 to 1961 two major developments 

occurred which greatly contrib1.1ted to the "indispensibility" of 

the operating system. These factors were the data channel, and 

the ability of the channel to interrupt main frame activity. 

The channel is a COl'1puter of limited capacity deSigned to control 
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I/O devices. It accesses j nstructi onS from 'nain storage by 

stealing "lernory cycles from the CPU. and then acts on these 

cOT1Y11ands. transferring data to and frorn storage and peripherals. 

Operations of the channel are essentially independent of the 

mai.nfrar:le once "CPTJ commands have been executed to select a devi.ce, 

a mode of operation, and an initial value for the channel location 

counter. "27 

The use of the channel allowed considerable overlap in I/O 

and computational processing. A segment of code could start an 

r/o operation and then proceed with other computations, provided 

that a check was made prior to the use of critical data to ensure 

that the r/o operation was co~plete. A common approach. known 

as handshaking, Was the use of a one- or two-instruction loop 

prior to the data-sensitive area of code. To reduce the wait 

time for completion of I/O, a buffering facility was i'TIplemented 

to allow the syste~ to read or write ahead. 28 

The programming feature of the interrupt was not a new One, 

having been available on the Rerilington Rand 1103 series as early 

as 1956. 29 Its application to the operation of the data channel, 

however, Was a revolutionary move, allowing the creation of 

"fully overlapped I/O buffering" without the use of wait loops. 

Interrupts were also used to signal exceptional conditions such 

as incorrect parity or the end of a tape. Providing for the 

possibility of an interrupt occurring while another was being 

processed necessitated the ability to enable, disable, and stack 

interrupts on a selective basis by the programmer.30 The 

proceding capabilities, in turn, resulted in a great deal of 

exp~rimentation within the computer industry. with different 
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systems emphasizing one or ~ore of the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

the execution of one or ['lOre I/O operations 
concurrently with computing 
the execution of I/O efficiently by providing 
a variety of buffering techniques 
the facility for structuring programs in a 
natural manner31 

The complex interrupt routines discussed above were required 

to allow the user to gain full benefits fro~ the hardware. These 

routines were beyond the talents of the majority of programmers, 

however, and were therefore standardized along with I/O routines. 

The universiality of these routines led directly to their perma

nent establishment in the "low core" of main memory; the first 

resident supervisory routines. This move was a time-saving feature 

but caused a serious problem in that they consumed as'"(luch as one

eighth of the total available space. Some programs were noW too 

large to fit in main 'nemory and had to be rewritten. 32 

Increasing Complexity of Usage 

The increase in throughput Which resulted from these changes 

was a primary factor contributing to an increase in the a,rlount of 

co~puter-related jobs, changing the character of computer center 

use. Greater numbers of people were employed, some of Whom were 

not the scientists of the previous period. One resll1t of the 

ellployment of these new users was a rapid increase "in the nU'ilber 

of violations of unprotected hardware and software. A common 

mistake was that of one job reading in all of its successors in 

an input batch, treating them as data. The existence of a resident 

supervisor meant that one incorrect branch could bring the system 
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down. The solution to these problems was an automatic check 

against improper use of the "systeiTl I/O tapes by comparing unit 

numbers and requested operations against a table of acceptable 

co~binations", as well as a key attached to every block of main 

storage.)) 

This increased complexity of and interaction between system 

cO'Tlponents called for the introduction of vehicles for communi

cation between them. As part of the supervisor was not resident 

in main storage, there would be little loss of space, in compar"i_son, 

to provide a fixed communication region which was part of the 

resident routine or some other designated location. 

This allowed system programs to return conven
iently to monitor via a special location and to 
set appropriate switches describing its success 
or failure ..• The generality provided by the 
centralization of I/O processing and system 
supervision dictated a high degree of modularity 
in the overall system and its components.)4 

Modularity, a key to the customization of operating systems with 

respect to a particular installation's needs, was an important 

factor in their spreading usage. 

The diversity which was a product of these new ideas had 

far-reaching implications, one of Which was the developnent 

of command languages, or JCL. This expanded repetoire of exe

cution time services demanded a new language for handling such 

matters as "peripheral device assignments, job accounting, job 

abort handling, and loading information." Job control languages 

have been the sources of much wasted tir{le and resources because 

of sensitivity to errors in usage, but did satisfy the need 

for specification of these new services.)5 
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The Atlas Operating System 

An example of state-of-the-art technology. circa 1961, was 

the prototypical operating system of the Atlas co~puter. The 

executive system featured many of the topics previously discussed, 

including a resident supervisor to control 1/0 operations, 

monitoring, bookkeeping, checking, and transfers between different 

types of storage. The supervisor was called into action through 

special functions in object programs, or by interrupt signals. 

The Atlas designers were also foresighted in their inclusion of 

dynamic storage allocation, providing automatic transfers of 

information between core memory and a backing store on drums. 

Transfers were enabled through use of page address registers 

associated with each block of storage, and page tables,36 elimina

ting the need for overlay. The Atlas played a great pioneering 

role in the use of secondary storage concepts. 3? 

To concisely summarize this period of development, an accurate 

remark might be that it resulted in the fact that "computer 

system" no longer meant hardware alone. 

The system Which the programller used had both hard
ware and software components. and it was not always 
possible or necessary for him to be able to dis
tinguish whether a specific function was accolTl
plished in one or the other.38 

A typical ~xecuti ve system of this period might have incl'..lded 

a low core package. monitor. loader. library. and several 

language translators,39 and could be divided into the components 

of input/output systems. processors, and supervisory systems. 

The recognition that a collection of supervisory prograMs is a 

"syste:n in its own right with organized components defined to 

perform specific functions was the first major step in the 
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development" of the modern concept of an operating ~ystem.40 

Hardware Developments 

The advent of the commercial availability of transistorized 

~achines (circa 1962) resulted in significant increases in both 

speed and reliability. Accompanying these changes was another 

large gain in the nu~ber of people uSing computing facilities. 

As before these increases precipitated the need for even more 

stringent protection of both the syste~ and other users. 4l 

Solutions to this proble':1 involved the use of a real-time clock 

to prevent infinite loops, heavier use of interrupts, and the 

addition of hardware protection features to provide safeguards 

for sensitive areas of rne~ory, often in the form of boundary 

registers or storage flags. 42 :.1ajor flaws re-nalning during this 

period were the fact that a user could sti.ll modify the protec

tion registers, and that the use of the I/O supervisor routi.nes 

could still be avoided. 43 

Perhaps the most important hardware development of this tine 

period was the introduction of disk storage. Disks supplied the 

advantages of expensive drum storage in ter-ns of speed, while 

providing a middle price range between the latter and tape. 

These factors combined to produce a much greater capability for 

high-speed storage within a given system. 

One important ra-nification of disk storage was that the 

mlmber and size of processors and other modules of a software 
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system c01lld be enlarged to a significant extent, while system 

overhead was reduced. This was due to the fact that resident 

:!loni tor systems c01lld noW be overlaid from disk and loaded faster 

from the subroutine library.44 As an example, one system from 

this time period included an IBSYS executive system and eight 

subsystems, most with their OWn ~odules and library. In te~s 

of the maintenance of such -increasingly cO'Tlplex systems, disk 

storage facilitated debugging a new component by allowing parts 

of the syste'n to be run for only one selected job, without 

complete regeneration of the executive system. 45 

\~ul tiprogramming 

Another i:nportant feature resulting from this increase in 

secondary storage speed was that of multiprogram'1ling: "the 

maintenance of more than one progra'Tl in a state of activity 

at one time in a single syste'Tl. n46 The original purpose of 

multiprogramming was to utilize the time lost in an I/O wait 

state. The results and implications of this concept have been 

far greater in scope, however. as will be seen. The first 

appltcation of this process therefore led to a considerable 

decrease in turn-around time, allowing "shorter jobs to be 

cO::1pleted in less total time by preventing longer jobS from run

ni.ng to cO'Tlpletion in one continuous tille peri.od ... 47 

The fi.rst stage of :n:lltiprogramming as we know it today 

was that of spooling. the process of doing I/O concurrently 

with computing. The idea behind spooling is that unit record 

1/0 devices were sufficiently slow that the "CPU could control 
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their operations in addition to its normal load without signi

ficant degredation of performance.,,48 In this process, a spool

ing program operates by stealing a few J'lachine cycles from the 

user program in progress. The unit record is then input or 

output while processing of the user program continues. Commu

nication with the CPU is accomplished through interrupts. 

Spooling essentially replaces the card-to-tape and tape-to-print

or-punch operations introduced previously, and thereby permits 

faster program execution through disk 1/0. The fact that it is 

transparent to the user's program is another i'1lportant aspect of 

s pooli ng. 49 

Another application of the multiprogramming concept ;.s that 

of direct coupled systeY"is. In this organization. one machine is 

used for cO'1lputation, while a slower linked processor performs 

all I/O operatl.ons "via so,]e device such a core-to-core channel;" 

mai.nta~.ns i.nput, output, syste,:~, and user files; and performs 

general '1lonitor duties for the entire system. "1n essence, the 

s~all machine replaces the J/O channels, the satelli.te processor 

... , and a portion of the resident monitor of the larger system."50 

This relieves the nucleus of the main processor of part of its 

processing functions and mal{es additional main storage available 

for user programs. 

An equally sophisticated type of multiprogramlltng is time

sharing, in which multi ple users interact wi th a syste'n through 

the user of terminals. The time-saving control progra'1l is designed 

to service many users on a "round-robin" basis; each user is 

gi.ven a time-slice of CPU time. A "user's thinlc and reaction 

times are used to perform other work in the cpu."51 Time-saving 
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systems are designed primarily to provide the user with the capa

bility to interact with his program. during both execution and 

debuggi.ng. in a manner which has not been feasible since batch 

systems were introduced.52 

The ~ajor objectives of a multiprogramming system are incre

ased throughput and lowered response time. The i.mplementation 

of these goals is acco:nplished thrOl.lgh the system's organizati..on 

around queues of available resources and of tasks requiring service. 

Queues of job descriptions and file directories for both the system 

and the user are also maintained. A conplicated scheduling pro

gram is required to coordinate the operation of the system and 

oversee all activity. This scheduler must allocate a fixed set 

of resources among a set of tasks: interrupt processing. support 

of peripheral devices, user requests of various pr3_orities. etc. 53 

Upon entering the system each job is assigned a priority computed 

as a functi on of external pri ori ty and its arri val. "Tobs are given 

control of the CPU according to a scheduling algorithm, and execute 

until the program either comes to a natural wait cond"_tion, such 

as an I/O interrupt, or the program has exceeded the burst of 

time allocated to it. After service to other jobs or interrupts 

has been given, execution of a job may again continue, until one 

of the above events occurs, or the job is cO((lpleted. 54 

Important Contemporary Syste:ns 

During the period in which these technological developments 

were being applied, three major systems were designed Whi.ch would 

shape a significant part of the rest of operating system history. 
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One of these systems was the SABRE syste111 utilized by American 

Airli.nes for fltght reservations. SABRE was a completely on-line 

transaction processing system whose tremendous success did much 

to popularize ti'1e-sharing applicati onS i.n business circles. 

Installed in 1962, the SABRE syste~ Was the first experience ~any 

people had with computers. On an average day in 1968, the system 

handled an average of 100,000 phone calls, 37,000 of which were 

reservations, 16,000 flight information inquiries, and 17,000 

requests fro''! travel agents. 55 

Another far-reaching operati.ng system was the Compatible 

Time Sharing System (CTSS), which Was first i~plernented by ,~. T • T. 

in 1961, and ca;:n.e into general use in 1963. CTSS was one of the 

first time-sharing systems and was the basis for many subsequent 

models. Thj_s system supported up to thirty users in a ti'ile-Shared 

mode and batch job stream. Time-sharing llsers worked in a proto

typi.. cal conversa ti ol'lal mode and wor1{ed wi th an advanced fi Ie 

system. Users could create, edit, store and execute their OWn 

files and system files on-line. A back-up system automatically 

copied private files onto tape after the files were altered to 

alleviate the consequences of a mishap.56 

CTSS was not a multiprogramming environment, but used a 

sophisticated 'nemory management algorithm known as the onion

s1{in approach. A program in execution had all of main 'ne'nory 

at it's disposal. When a different '..tser was to be run. only 

enough of the current progra"1 was swapped out to load. the next 

user, minimizing swapping overhead. A drum Was utilized to 

swap programs when tile user's ti.meslice was up, or an error was 

rnade, execnt i . on was completed. or cons ole r/o was done. 57 
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A third system. worth mention 1S that of the ~1aster Control 

Program (;.,1CP) , the first major vi.rtual storage operating syste'n. 

Released in 1963, :'fCP contained such 'nodern capabll i ties 'as: 

"~'ilultiprogra'1lming, multiprocessing (with two identical CPU's 

in a master/slave mode). virtual storage" by segmentation, and 

"source level language debugging facilities."58 Other important 

features of ~"~CP include the fact that arithmetic. subroutine calls. 

and job information for each progra1l are implemented through stack 

architecture, and that refereYlces to 1/0 devices are symbol'i.c. 

A list describing the major functi ons of the NlCP l'!l the 

order which they are usually invoked is as follows: 

1. scheduling and loading programs 
2. reading data sets from a drum as required 
3. allocating and overlaying core storage 
4. assigning peripherals and I/O units to each 

program 
5. managing I/O operations 
6. removing programs from ~emory 
7. maintaining libraries 
8. keeping a log of systell operation. 

In describing the effects of !CP on productivity. i.t may be said 

that in the usual case "a group of programs can be executed in 

less time than is required for the same group if each program" 

ran alone, but will "require more time than that required for the 

longest program."59 

From the previou.s discussion it i.s evident that operating 

system technology made signifi.cant advances in the early 1960"s; 

the first advances toward a "virtual" machine. The latter ~ay 

be seen in the fact that the first layer of the software whi.ch 

shields the u.ser from the hardware was fully developed. The 

uti.lization of on-line programming rnay be considered the first 

move toward user convenience. after a long dry spell in Which 
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progra'TI'1lers were comproT11.sed for rnachi.ne effici ency. Indeed, 

a fundamental new period in data processing had begun with users 

rapi.dly shifting their ~.nterests from "certain hardware design 

and system software concernS to the real proble~s for which they 

obtained the co:nputers in the first place," the solution of 

applications. 60 

This change in e':1Phasis was fostered by several factors, One 

of which was the ;_'nprove'1lent in hardware device performance as 

the second generati_ on arrived. A second factor was the accwnu

lation of a sufficient software base so that useful and efficient 

work could be achieved. A final factor, which held greater impor

tance in the co~ing years, was the independent software suppliers 

who:nade basic applications ;rlore affordable to smaller b'.lsinesses. 61 

The economics aYld increasing options of this period were harbingers 

of things to come. 

The next time period to be discussed is that of approxi

'TIately 1964 to 1968. In the interest of an accurate portrayal 

of histori_cal events an ~mportant potnt ~nust be made. The 

increasing diversity in both hardware and software Which was 

i.n evide'lce during the period prior to 1964 accelerated rapidly 

in the following years. The result of the above is the impossi

bility of descr-ibing the histori.cal evolution of systems in a 

Ilnear manner. Tndeed, the histories of the period abound with 

the apologies of authors who frankly declare that they can no 

longer stay abreast in all areas. 63 It is with this fact in'flind 
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that this historical treatlilent becomes broader and more general 

in nature. 

The years from 1964 to 1968 brought about very 'few major 

changes tn direction in terms of what was available on the ,"arket, 

hence the tern "ref1_ nement" . These changes did, however. have a 

longer reach in their effect as s ~aller computers were delivered 

with supervisory systems cO'Tlparable to those found only on the 

largest syste'ls of a few years before. 64 The refine Y1'1Emts Which 

took place touched several areas, and are discussed in the 

following pages. 

New Aids to IMplementation of :'ilultiprogramming 

Perhaps the u:ost inportant step in this period was that of 

allow;_ng data and program files to be "resl.dent in the syste~ on 

direct access devices such as disks and drums, and on sequenttal 

devices such as magnetic tape. n6 5 This allowed users to design 

large, complex file structures Which could be used in their~ 

programs without having to maintain personal catalogs, "buffering 

routines and message generators for requestingnounting and dis

m~lnting of tapes. These systems built directories" of both 

private and public files and "provide generalized routines for 

accessing this irtformation."66 

Systems which support resident files ,:lUSt deal with at least 

two other associated problems. The first proble"l i,s that of 

providing a method for the user to relate his program's fi.le 

names to files stored internally or named externally. Three 

methods, or cOI'1binations thereof, were commonly l.lsed: associati_on 
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thro'lgh the co~:nand language, association by calling a supervisor 

routine, and the use of symbolic names to refer directly to a 

file. A second problem is that of the increased protection needs 

of the supervisor. System and private user files nmst be insu

lated from tampering, but easily accessed when there is proper 

authority. Solutions to the latter included password schemes, 

and the generation of several versions of a file to be relegated 

to different sectors of users.67 

Another development in the area of protection resulted 

fro~ the goal of preventing the execution of illegal ';.nstructions 

such as those for hardware-dependent I/O operations, or those which 

set special registers. The achievement of this goal resulted from 

the establishment of a supervisor or master mode, which was d ist'lnct 

fro'!l the proble>TI or user "lode. The privileged instructions 

previously mentioned cOllld be executed only when the hardware was 

in a privileged mode; otherwise, an interrupt would result in an 

appropriate action by the supervisor. !t is apparent that these 

actions insure system integrity, but at the cost of user reliance 

on the supervisor to perform those actions which are protected. 68 

Another area to be explored was that of the process of paging. 

To reduce the time de"'1anded by :nultiprogramming systef'ls to shuttle 

user programs i.n and out of core storage many schemes were develop

ed. These schemes revolve around the fact that core and direct 

access :-rle;nory could be physi.cally fragmented i.nto pages Whl,ch 

would reside, alternately, in ei,ther store. Paging provided a 

faci 11, ty for a virtual storage',":uch larger than the physical stor

age available through the dTla-ric translation of addresses, uSing 

some combjnation of "base registers, a small content addressed 
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storage, and additional supervisor routines reached via inter

rupts. "69 During the mid to late 1960' s virtual storage had not 

yet proven efficient or particularly satisfactory but Was an area 

receiving much attention. 

Tn this period the refine'nent of the ideas associated w"i th 

object progra:-:ls and their processing took place. Previously, an 

object program format had consisted of a program card and the 

program i. tself. A contey<;porary input batch might use the follow

ing format: 

a control section (CSECT) containing all 
linkage and control information used at link 
time, load time, and possibly at run time, 
for dynamic linking and loading .•• ; a program 
sector (PSECT) containing the executable 
code including all addresses to be relocated, 
but no code which will be modified •.• ; and 
one or more data sections (DSECT).70 

An extension to this idea was the concept of pure or reentrant 

code. One program can be Simultaneously shared by more than 

one user if each user has his oWn set of C3ECT data areas and 

other DSECTs. Thus, in this new scheme, a program can exist tn 

the forms of source, object, linked program, or an absolute 

address program. Advantages of this method include the fact 

that linl<ed programs can be reused without library retrieval and 

linking, and that dynamic linking and loading can save core space 

by requiring only those subroutines explicitly called.71 

In composite, the previous achieve~ents represented a great 

improvement over the human-monitored systems of ten years before 

or the supervisory systems of five years before, providing an 

impressive savings in human and computer time. Taken On a macro 

scale these changes may be seen as the result of the computer 

industry's large investment in the refinellent of multiprogramlling 
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techniques, with time-sharing occupying a posi ti on of particular 

interest. To digress for a '!loment, and vlew thls developnent 

from a broader perspective, may also be illuminatlng. 

Ontology and Features of Early Third Generation 

The period of concern in software ontology roughly parallels 

that of the third generation in computer hardware. The major new 

technological development was in the area of integrated circu-tts, 

and the use of monolithic integrated circuits is generally accepted 

as the distinguishing characteristic of this era. These circui_ts 

resulted 'in a significant improvement in computer speed and 

reliabillty, and a reduction in hardware costs.72 

Most of the llajor computer manufacturers set out to build 

ambi tious multiprogrammi_ng syste''1s for the;_Y' new equipnent, based 

on successes in the first half of the 1960 's. All ran i_nto serious 

problems and delays, Which were essentially the same across machine 

lines. An inordinate amount of operating system code was required 

to be resident in central memory and too llluch computer tillle used 

in systevn overhead. 73 Syste'Tls were so elaborate that the amount 

of cO'Tlputer time used for solving problems or proceSSing com-nercial 

data was matched or exceeded by the tine required by the supervisor 

to maintain job flow.74 Attempts to reduce system overhead usually 

had the effect of increasing the resident code, and thus reductng 

the amount of main storage available for user jobs. An obvtous 

remedy was to require larger central llemories, but core 'llemory 

was expensive and might price the cOl1puter out of it· s market. 75 

There were no easy answers to the question of hoW to produce 
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and debug these new operating systems. IB;~l's approach was to use 

hundreds and thousands of progra~~ers on projects in a "human 

wave" attack on the problem. Some less affluent ~anufacturers 

brought themselves to the verge of bankruptcy in an attempt at 

imitation. Academic institutions pointed to thei.r OWn in-house 

systems and urged the adoption of their ("often simplistic") 

approaches. Due to many of the problems discussed above it was 

possible for an elaborate 'Tlultiprogramming systevn "to provide 

poorer performance on a hardware system than a much simpler 

uniprogramming system on the same equipment."?6 

The performance of operating systems on r'nainfral'Jles gradually 

improved as new versions were released that partially solved sOl'Jle 

of the problems of earlier ones. It became apparent that reason

able operating systems wO:lld evolve fro:n the clumsy structures 

that had been designed with little analysis or understanding years 

earlier. Core me'1lory becalle cheaper and users became resigned to 

the fact that a big systen required a large central memory. A 

fortunate trend was the increasing speed and accessibility of 

peripheral storage, allowing more efficient ivnplementation of 

secondary storage systems.?? Within this period a large nu~ber 

of new operating systems were developed. A disc'lssion of a selec

ted few of those which have been mostinfluenti..al i.n introducing 

new concepts and in impact on the computer field follows. 

The Chippewa and the Impact of OS 360 

The Control Data Corporation 6600 series computers are 

powerful multiprocessor syste'ns, wi. th one or two central proces

sors shari.ng a large main memory with ten peripheral processors. 
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The satellites support twelve high-speed channels that control a 

variety of local and remote peripheral devices. The sophisticated 

operating syste"1 which manages this hardware is the Chippewa 

systeTi, whi ch was written in assembly language and octal code. 

The hardware designers "had good insight into how an operat:ing 

syste'Y' should be structured for the equipment they designed, and 

even though the original concept lacked elegance, the basic 

concepts" survived. 78 The design philosophy contained the concept 

of an executi_ve control resident in each peripheral processor 

Which could direct. monitor, and time-share the central processors 

for instructions. The CPUs contained multiple aritrr~etic and logic 

units, Which produced a superior instruction speed. 79 The 6600 

series CO"lputers were "probably the most successful of their kind" 

and provided much ins1_ght into the proble n ls and structure of 

l'lultiprocessing syste IS. 80 

The "1ost ~"\1portant software systems of the pertod from 1965 

to 1970 were those developed by IBM for its )60 systems. This is 

true p-incipally because of IK1' s position of dominance wi thin the 

industry. rather than because of the :neri ts of the software itself. 81 

In April 1964. IB.'l rocked the computer industry through its 

announcement of the )60 product fa~nily, which was completely 

upward compatible and had a single operating systen concept to 

operate all :nachines. The )60' s were incompatible wi th any ~BM 

hardware or software previously produced, except for emulation 

capabi_liti.es. and were a calculated r-1 sk for the corporation. 82 

rt is difficult to p1npoint any new concepts that were intro

duced in OS )60. Its contribution is rather one of synthesis 

and integration. Th~s was one of the f~rst examples of a really 
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large modular syste~ based on Ma few general concepts: reentrant 

code, queuing of control blocks, uniform and consistent handling 

of interrupts, etc. M83 In such areas as job scheduling, peripheral 

support, nllinber of syste~s supported, and conversion support, OS 360 

was unequaled. 1t was missing some i~portant advanced features, 

however, such as multiprocessing, virtual storage, and source 

level debugging support. 84 

Although IBM announced a single product line, it soon became 

apparent that the first versio~ of OS Was best suited for large 

TB1 360's with at least 256K bytes of core, and that another 

system would be needed for the efficient operation of smaller 

units. This led to the parallel development of the Disc Operating 

Syste;1 (DOS). The very smallest systems were to uttlize the 

primitive BPS (Basic Progra!n~:1ing Support) and BOS (Basic Opera

ting SysteM) startup syster"s. 85 Thus, it proved impossi. ble, 

in TB'il's case, to generate a single operating system for all 

menbers of a product fa'Tlily. The idea of compatible product 

fa'1l~lies had gained acceptance,- however, and users began insist

ing on this feature from all manufacturers. 86 

These factors added impetus to new developments by other 

:nanufacturers. Exi.st"ing vendors began producing new lines of 

products or extensively upgradlng their old Ones to compete with 

the new 360 systems. All of this activity was generally directed 

along one of three strategies. The first was to produce a family 

of ~achines and operating systeTIs compatible with the 360. The 

goal was to produce machines with more software features at a 

lower cost. Vendors such as RCA, with its Spectra series, and 

Hi tachi of Japan followed this li ne of reasoning. A second 
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strategy was to develop products incompatible With the 360 line. 

These new systeYfls. because of archi tectural features or better 

engineering. were -:-fIOre cost effecti.ve than 1BM's. General Electr~c 

and Burroughs followed this approach. The third strategy was to 

take advantage of the significant inco~patibili.ty between the 360 

and older IBI, products by producing l:1odels more cO'Tlpati.ble with 

the older products. Univac. Honeywell, and Control Data followed 

this approach. 8? 

Distinguishi.ng Features of Late 3rd Generation Systems 

The preceding exa~ilples of operating systems were state-of

the-art for the early third generation of cO"'Tlputer syste'ns, spanning 

the approx~J'Vlate t'ifYle period of 1964 to 1968. Later thi.rd genera-

tion syste'r:s shared many of their defining characteristics, inclu

ding multiprocessing, modularity. and ti:ne-shari.ng. These later 

syste:'~s were a refine":lent and enhancer.ent of the-ir predecessors. 

but had certain differences in personality. For exam.ple, later 

systerls generally could include 'nost or all of current technology 

relevant to a particular application, and were not frought with 

the risks and surprises of earli.er experi:nents. One reason for 

this was the ability to sinulate operating systems. Another 

reason was the develop:~ent of design strategies, such as those 

espoused by Edsgar Di jkstra, involving incre:nental des;gn and 

testi.ng. 88 

As previ. ous ly menti.oned, the popular; ty of product fa'-'; 1 i es 

was also a pervading force. Users favored the fal'Y1~ly concept as 

a cheaper and easier approach to system upgrading. i'.'!anufacturers 
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realized a significant increase in product loyality, as well as 

effi C1 ency of product: on.llembers of a far:1ily could be developed 

as far as possible along CO::n:non l~ nes to avoid much redes ign and 

recoding, and to save costs. This trend toward product lines of 

operattng syster:1s was another disttnguishing feature of later 

th;rd generation systems. 89 

The second half of the third generation, circa 1968 to 1975, 

saw an enor"1OUS variety of syste~s, evidencing the diversity and 

large number of technological develop::1ents wh'; ch were being applied 

The range; ncludes general-purpose programmi. ng systems, 
real-ti~e control syste:ns, information service and 
teleprocess';ng syste:ns, computer networks, a.nd non
-interactive batch-process eng systems. 1, t also 
includes a wide range of i nteracti ve syste'TIs ... (1) 
ded"cated infor'l8.tion systems, such as airline and 
other ticket reservati_on syste s ... on a given data 
base; (2) dedicated "interactive syste:ns ... in which 
the user may program transactions wi thin:,a given 
language; (3) general-purpose interactive systems ... ; 
(4) extensible systems ... in which users are not 
restricted to the progra:nrn 1ng languages prov~ded by 
the system, but 'nay develop their own and make them 
available to other users; and (5) coherent systems ... 
in Which one may construct neW programS or program
ming syste:rls from modules by various authors in 
various languages, without having to know the 
internal operat50n of any module.90 

Despite the wide differences displayed by the list of general 

system types displayed above these syste:ns have many elements in 

COml:iOn. These common characteristics are exhibited beca1lse 

thejr possessors were deslgned With shared general objectives. 

With respect to program:ners these objectives were to prov:ide: 

(1) an effi ci ent environ'llent for the develop:nent, debugging and 

execut-i on of prograr:-ls; (2) "1any al ternati ves in terms of proble:n

solving capabilities; and (3) "low-cost computing through the shar

ing of resources andinfornation. "91 The co):;mon properties 
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discussed may be abstracted and applied to the conterlporary tech

nology to produce a general list of those areas ~n whi.ch the most 

viable concepts have evolved w~thin the period of d;.scussi.on, 

1968-1975. The list includes the areas of programming, storage 

allocat~on, concurrent processes, and resource allocation. 92 and 

will be elaborated upon ~n the follow';ng paragraphs. 

Progra!l;m1ng objectives have had a profound influence on the 

late development of COi1puter systems. There is an interest5.ng 

parallel between events prior to 1965 and those folloWing. As 

the question of :lachine language versus high level language 

eff:ciency was debated before in terms of application progralTIs, 

so the sa''ie quest; Ons for systeTrls progra'ns has been a contested 

topic. The points in favor of high level programming languages 

are as follows: (1) large changes in strategy are easily made; 

(2) progranF'1erS can concentrate on problem soluti ons rather than 

machine details; (3) the text produced is more readable and hence 

':lore easily debugged; and (4) module interface incompa ti bi.li ty is 

less ser10us. The argu'nent that machine code is more eff-i..cient, 

however valid, cannot offset the above feat~.lres. The trend toward 

operating syste'11s written in nonasse:>lbly code ·;s a welcome one 

;n syste!l1. developrnent. 93 

Wi..th respect to storage allocation, techniques may be further 

di vided 11nder the head i ngs of 'TIemory management and name manage

ment. The term "memory management" refers to the assesslng and 

placement of :nformation among levels of l1emory. Without excep

tion the large operating syste.-,'s 11sed SOme forll of automat; c 

memory management. 1n the solution of program overlay problems 

and in the interests of delaying bi.nding ti.me, ~t was apparent 
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that the programmer no longer had the time or the information 

to make such complicated decisions. Almost all of the systems 

used virtual~orage to implement a management scheme. Reasons 

for the use of virtual storage included the following: (1) no 

prior assumptions about the 'TIe'Tlory space need to be made and the 

address space may therefore be insensitive to its characteristics; 

(2) virtual memory fulfills system design objectives regarding 

mul tiprogram'TIing and time-sharing syste'1ls; (3) virtual me'Tlory 

solves the relocation problem; (4) 'TIemory protection is provided 

through limi ting references to a parti.c1llar progra'Tl's access space; 

and (5) the ti'TIe/space tradeoff does not apply in terms of observed 

program r'lnning time. Thus, the achievement of efflcient virtual 

'TIemory was an attribute and hallmark of these systems. 94 

Name management techniques also fall under the general cata

gory of storage allocation, and are concerned with achieving 

"general forms of programming modularity by providing for the 

definition of different contexts within which processes can 

access objects."95 Techniques of virtual storage define an address 

space which appears to the prograr'Pl1er as a large, linear name space. 

No matter how large the space, however, the need to solve four 

proble'ns still exists. These problems may be outlined as those 

involved in achi eving progra'TI modlllari.. ty, allow; ng i nfor'llati on to 

be shared and protected, providing long-ter'TI ~orage and retrieval, 

and handling growing or shrinking objects wi thOllt the use of over

lays or dynamic allocation of storage. The basic problem is that 

"the dyna'Tlics of infornation additions and deletions in name 

space ... require some method of structuring and managing names, a 

method not intrinsically provided" by virtual memory.96 
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The aforementioned problems were solved with an auto'Tlatic 

file system. This syste'TIs consists of a directory or directory 

tree and a collection of file processing primitives. Each 

dlrectory can be uniquely identified by the sequence of na1"!les 

fro'1l the root of the tree to the desired member. Each process 

may have a pointer designatlng a "current directory" in the tree. 

Additionally, the directory trees of independent users can be com

bined as subtrees of a system-wide tree, Which allows users to 

employ a linking primitive to share files.97 

A thi..rd area in Wh1_ch many advances were made in this ti1"l\e 

period is that of the implementation of concurrent processes. 

Concurrency refers to the existence of several si1"!lultaneous activi

ties. Processes running si:nultaneously may 'interact i_n two ways: 

indirectly by vying for the sa'TIe resources, and directly by sharing 

information. Logically independent processes interact tndependently, 

and control of their concurrency is accomplished by the u~derlying 

operating syste'TI. The control of directly interacting processes 

must be explicitly expressed in their implementation, however, and 

has led to the development of "message transmission facilities and 

software nechanisrns for stopping a progra'Tl while it awaits a signal 

fro;n another", allowing infornation Staring and co~nmunicati.on. 98 

These communication facili.ties have brought a new sophistication 

to program execution, without much additional burden on the program

'Tler. 

A fourth area which was particularly active is that of 

resource allocation methods. The trend toward automatic resource 

allocatlon was especially popular, in keeping with the increased 

cO'TIplexity of systems in this time peri.od. Reasons for this 
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when resource details are left to the machine; the operating 

system can llake more informed decis"ions because of the unpredict

able nature of del'l.ands in a concurrent system; and the fact that 

a centralized allocator can monitor the entire system and achieve 

both good service and system efficiency. Several systems have 

utilized "a very general view of the nature of resources them-

selves. This view allows one to treat 'nany aspects of systell 

operation as resource allocation problems, with good results.,,99 

Model Systems: r,~ULTICS, 1: B:\1 Cp-67, al1.d Venus 

Having examined some of the major technolog"ical accomplish

ments of the third generation, and the general climate "in Wh"ich 

they were nurtured, the following paragraphs will touch on three 

operat"ing systems. These systems were chosen on the bas"is of 

their popularity and/or deSign features. 

A system of trellendous influence during the late 1960's was 

i'lULTICS (Multi plexed I nfornation and Computing Serv"ice), produced 

through the joint efforts of Bell Telephone Laboratories, General 

Electr1_c COMpany, and Project ;1AC of i~LI.T. The prillary goal of 

these groups was the culminati_ on of alllost all of the 1'Tlportant 

achievellents in COllputer desl_gn and technology embodied ln one 
100 large system. As sllch. the objectives of the :;TULTTCS opera-

ting system included the following: re'TIote terminals as the usual 

access mode. flexi_ bi l"i ty and generali ty for future growth, and 

the ability to support multiple programming environments and 

hUllan interfaces. The system was available for use at ;'i. I. T. in 
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1969, after approximately 150 man-years of labor. It consisted of 

1500 modules, SO'TIe 1, 000, 000 words of procedure code. j'ilULTTCS 

was co~posed of a stack oriented, pure procedure collection of PLl 

modules. 10l During the early 1970's it was utilized in General 

Electric and Honeywell computers as a high-end operatjng systeM. 

Perhaps its most ; l1portant contr~ b'J.t~ on to the computer industry 

was the vi rtual ::le:nory design concepts discovered by those 

connected with the project. 102 

Also released around 1961, the IBM CP-67/CMS was one of the 

first virtual machine systems. Tmplementation of the concept of 

a virtual machine means that most of the restrictions acco~panying 

a traditional operating syste~ are removed, resulting in an essen

tially "bare" machine for each user. This bare machine can be 

prograrnl!'led fro"n the hardware up through the use of a simple control 

language, and allows each user a private operating syste1l Which can 

be run wi.thout affecting those being used simultaneously by others. 

The physical realizati.on of this concept is provided through 

a control progra'TI (CP) which creates the ti~ne-sharing portion of 

the system. allowing the parallel operation of several v1.rtual 

machines. Each s~mulated'TIachine is represented by a data struc

ture describing i ts ~~lernory and J /0 configuration. There is also 

a l'laster control block in :r:e,'1lory containing the registers, progra'r: 

statlJ.s words. and pointers to storage blocks. This l'13.chine wi.ll 

appear to the user as a standard syste:a 360. Appl i cati. ons of 

virtual machine capabilities include the fact that -it can prov-tde 

up to 16 n:i lli on bytes of addressable 'nain storage. Hardware can 

be checked on-line by running di.agnosti.c prograTn,s. The concurrent 

operati on of multi ple systems provides an installati on wi. th a 
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choice of features and eli.minates scheduling conflicts. The 

Cp-67/CMS also provides a powerful general-purpose system . 103 

Although the system runs ~uch less efficiently when simulating a 

number of machines, it beca~e "quite popular" among users of the 

TH~T 360 hardware syste~Tl.104 

A third system which has had a considerable impact is the 

Venus operating system, which was j ~nplemented in the early 1970' s 

by the MITRE Corporation. VenuS;~S an exper"imental rnultiprogram

'!ling system Which gives primary considerati.on to the needs of 

users who are cooperating with each other; sharing a data base for 

example. The operating system was produced to explore the effects 

of machine architecture on software and was designed through a 

h~erarchy of levels of abstraction of function. The Venus rnach;ne 

was microprogrammed and supports the multi.programming of si.xteen 

concurrent processes, procedures, and a ~icroprogrammed multiplexed 

channel in this manner. Thus, work done by the system can be 

distributed aY~long the processes so that "logically concurrent and 

asynchronous tasks can be performed by phYSically concurrent and 

asynchronous processes".105 The examples of both system design 

and microprogramming were to be widely cited and utilized in the 

following years. 

Wi.th the above discussion of important operati.ng systems we 

find this history ~.n the t~.me period of the m;.d 1970's. During 

the last few years hence operating syste'!}s have evolved more sloWly 
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wi th few cOllpletely new systems produced. This is due l n part to 

the fact that a great deal of software has been developed for 

the areas i_n which there is high demand, and due mostly' to prohi

bitive costs.106 One also finds that very little documentation 

has been produced about this period. Any explanation of this 

phenomenon would be substantially composed of conjecture. Irregard

less, it is a co~monly accepted truth that the best histories are 

written after the fact, when hindsight and an objectivity Which 

comes with temporal detachment allow those involved to patnt a more 

accurate picture. For the above reasons, the fourth generatlon of 

operating systems will be covered in a general fashion, and will 

necessarily include fiction as well as fact. 

Through the last half of the 1970's most manufacturers have 

been most concerned with the improvellent of the throughput and 

reliability of their operating syste~s. An active reduction of 

the nu~ber of systells supported was in evidence, as was a concen

tration of ~fort in higher levels of systells software, such as 

"data base 1lanagement systems, cOllmunications network architec

tures, and improved faci.lities for transaction proces:3ing and 

time-sharing. Hl07 

One major change Which occurred during this period was that 

of the unbundling of systems software. By charging for component 

pieces of software, ~anufacturers were compelled to perform 

extensive software modifications So that various parts of the inte

grated third generation systems could be divided into indivi.dual 

units and licensed independently. A source of discussion within 

the industry was the rumor that IBPl['s OS/ViVS release in 1977 was 

"in fact a rna,ior rewrite (up to 60% of the code rewritten) of 
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D,WS. This rewrite was required to perm"i t syste'1l unbundling and to 

:nake ready for the fourth generation of :'!VS", as well as for other 

systerls in a like manner. I08 

The strategy of unbundling has been so popular and so effective 

that operating systems have finally began to lessen in size, as 

:nore of their functions are assumed by the next level of unbundled 

software. IBM has announced that future enhancements of its 

systems software will take place through the :narketing of priced 

progra-n products. In this way users are in a position to tailor 

thei.r in-house systems to meet installation needs, supporti.ng no 

more software than in necessary.109 

Another change Which has been taking place is the gradual 

absorpti.on of tasks Which were considered software functions by 

m.icroprogrammed memory. It has been suggested that "much of what 

we now call the operating syster:: will Soon be done by P.1; cropro

gra"~ming rather than software methods. "110 l(~uch of this transfer 

of f~lnction will involve read-write r.lemory, such as TBIl,/\'s wri te

able control storage, so that the flexibility characteristic of 

software will be preserved. At this ti'ne advances in this area 

have been slower and less dramatic than predicted. but they have 

been sign~.ficant. An example are microprogrammed peripheral 

controllers, which contain as '!luch sequencing microcode as would 

be used in the hardware in a large general-purpose computer of the 

second generation. III 

The shape of operati ng systems js also changi.ng thro'lgh the 

accelerating interest ~n minicomputers. In most cases the tradi

d it'i onal rna; nfra"'le approach involves the central izati. on of all 

major processing f'lnctions, whereas the minicomputer approach is 
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to "distribute the processlng over a nu:nber of connected sites." 

Thi_s difference i.n perspective "tends to be reflected di.rectly" 

in differences in architectures, and "hence also in operating 

systems, and indirectly in the different approaches within the 

operating systems to topics such as scheduling policies, data 

processlng utilities, resilience/recovery, and multi-functional 

operation. "112 An interesting aspect of this pheno~;enon relates 

to the fact that low development costs and fi..nal sel13ng price 

are !J.sually of considerably greater i:'1portance in 'n:1.niCO'Tlp~l ters 

than i..n r:lainframes t with respect to design criteria. Because of 

this t trad i ti onal minico~nputer systems software is always :rlany 

t-ines s'flaller than ; ts 'Tlainfra'ne counterpart and t although qui.. te 

lirrlited, :is often faster at the things it does well. 113 

An added factor Which is changing the physical form of 

today's systems is the narrowing gap between lan~lages systems 

and operating syste~ns. Historically. the defining languages of 

these syster'ls have developed. indep~ndently, and have had little in 

corJnon. '·1ore recently, however, higher level lang:lages are 

emerging which :nay facili tate the progra:mning of such. These 

new languages incorporate features previously avallable only in 

operating systems, such as synchronization. as well as support for 

program verification, and result in structures whi.ch are "nore 

conducive to the construct jon of all types of software. The use 

of such a commOn language is seen as a positive step. because of 

several advantages: systems software will be more eaSily under

stood; the interchange of software mod'lles will be facilitated: 

and the verification of software can be extended and proven on 

operating systens and hardware semantic:s. 114 
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Conclus.; on and Fi nal Remarks 

The preceding paragraph marks the end of a discussion of a 

few of the i'1ajor forces Which are shaping contemporary operating 

syste!r1s, and producing new ones. As is apparent, systens techno

logy is a rapidly changing field, incorporating useful concepts 

and advances from :]any related areas. 1" f a summarization can be 

made of the current state of affairs within this area, it may be 

sa}d that the exc'te,nent is taking place at the heart of the 

syste''1, and that user interfaces with the operating syste'Yl wi 11 

re"iain basically the same ';n physi.cal character, although markedly 

different in scope. 

In this document the history of operating syste~ technology 

has been explored, taking a how-and-why, or evolutionary approach, 

whenever poSSible. This evolution was traced fro'Yl 5ts beginni.ngs 

as si.:r;ple :noni tor systems loading and batching modules, to super

visory systems perforuing sophisticated 1/0 and accounti.ng 

funct~ons, to execut;ve systems cater"ng to many users -in many 

:nodes, and to v~ rtual ;nachines whi_ch s 1.mulate any other operati.ng 

system which is within thei.r phys;cal capabili.ty. The fourth 

generation is upon us, altho1lgh as yet inco:npletely def;ned. 

Although we can only be uncertain of the form that operat;ng systems 

of the future will take, we can be sure that their future will be 

as interesting and fast-paced as the machines of Which they are 

an integral rart. 
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